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CONTROL SYSTEM SYNTHESIS AND FLIGHT SIMULATION FOR 
FIXED WING AIRCRAFT  SUBJECTED TO FAILURE 
SUMMARY 
Flight safety has been the most important aspect in aviation since the beginning of it. 
For this purpose it is expected from an aircraft to fulfill the tasks assigned to it and 
maintain safe flight under any circumstances throughout the flight. 
 
No matter how carefully the scheduled and non-scheduled maintenance operations 
have been carried out, many non-predictable parameters influence on a failure. 
Failures and damages which take place during flight, compromises the safety and 
lead up to severe accidents that cause both life and property loss. 
 
Since failures and damages during flight are sudden and unanticipated, a quick and 
adequate stabilization is crucial to prevent large amount of forces and moments that 
can cause harmful results. However, these stabilization efforts are performed either 
untimely or incommensurately by the pilot due to human performance and 
limitations. In order to detect and compensate these failures, there exist fault 
isolation systems that switch in backup systems. It is applicable to have backup 
systems for sensors which transmit the flight data to pilot and flight computer. 
However, flight control surfaces, the actuators that controlling them and main 
components such as engines are impractical to have redundancy units from 
engineering view. 
 
If the aircraft equations of motion are examined, it can be seen that any force or 
moment appearing in one axis, also has dynamical influences on other axes. Thus, it 
can be suggested that any failured component’s role can be shared by other healthy 
components using a convenient allocation technique.  
 
In this thesis, equations of motion of a transport aircraft are derived and by flight 
dynamics analysis influences of failures over aircraft are investigated through several 
failure scenarios. Uncontrolled and controlled flight history is generated and 
computer simulations are performed. Linear and nonlinear control synthesis 
techniques are utilized so as to eliminate the effects of failures that can cause fatal 
results, in short time and with least energy.  
 
This thesis has been accomplished and funded under the TUBITAK ARDEB Project 
108M470, conducted in Istanbul Technical University and later in Anadolu 
University by Prof. Dr. Mehmet ġerif Kavsaoğlu. 
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ARIZAYA UĞRAYAN SABĠT KANATLI HAVAARACI ĠÇĠN KONTROL 
SĠSTEMĠ GELĠġTĠRĠLMESĠ VE UÇUġ BENZETĠMĠ  
ÖZET 
Havacılıkta en önemli unsur uçuĢ emniyetidir.  Bu manada hava aracından beklenen 
görev uçuĢ sırasında ne gibi durumlarla karĢılaĢırılsa karĢılaĢılsın kararlılığını 
korunması ve uçuĢu güvenle sonlandırabilecek bir yapıya sahip olmasıdır. 
 
Periyodik ve periyodik olmayan bakım faaliyetleri ne kadar iyi bir Ģekilde 
gerçekleĢtirilirse gerçekleĢtirilsin bir arızanın meydana gelmesine önceden 
kestirilemeyecek pek çok parametre etki eder. UçuĢ esnasında meydana gelecek 
komponent arızaları uçuĢ güvenliğini tehlikeye sokarak mal ve can kayıplarına sebep 
olan kazalara yol açmaktadır. GeçmiĢte bu Ģekilde meydana gelmiĢ pek çok ciddi 
örnek mevcuttur.  
 
UçuĢ sırasında meydana gelen arızalar ani ve beklenmedik olduğu için çok çabuk ve 
doğru miktarda müdahaleye ihtiyaç duyarlar. Fakat çoğu zaman bu müdahalelerin 
erken, geç veya eksik uygulandığı görülmektedir. Genel olarak hava araçlarında 
oluĢabilecek arızaların tespiti ve telafi edilmelerini sağlayacak hata ayıklama 
sistemleri ve devreye sokulacak yedek sistemler bulunur. UçuĢ parametrelerini pilota 
veya uçuĢ bilgisayarına ileten algılayıcıların yedek sistemlerinin bulundurulması 
mümkün olsa da kumanda yüzeyleri, bunları kontrol eden eyleyiciler veya güç grubu 
gibi ana komponentlerin yedeklerinin bulundurulması mühendislik çerçevesinden 
bakıldığında imkansızdır. 
 
Hava aracı dinamik denklemleri incelenirse bir eksendeki hareketin etkilerinin 
sadece mevcut eksende değil diğer eksenlerde de oluĢacağı görülecektir. Buradan 
hareketle uçuĢ esnasında arıza yapan bir komponentin görevleri geri kalan sağlam 
komponentler tarafında devralınabilir ve uçuĢ emniyetli bir Ģekilde devam 
ettirilebilir. 
 
Bu çalıĢmada ticari bir yolcu uçağının hareket denklemleri elde edilerek çeĢitli arıza 
senaryolarının uçuĢ dinamiği analizleriyle arızaların hava aracı üzerindeki etkileri 
incelenmiĢtir. Yukarıda belirtilen noktalardan yola çıkılarak ölümcül sonuçlar 
doğurabilecek komponent arızalarının kısa sürede ve az enerji harcayarak ortadan 
kaldırılması için kontrol sistemleri geliĢtirilmiĢ ve bilgisayar ortamında benzetimleri 
gerçekleĢtirilmiĢtir. 
Bu tez Prof. Dr. Mehmet ġerif Kavsaoğlu yönetiminde Ġstanbul Teknik Üniversitesi 
ve ardından Anadolu Üniversitesinde yürütülmüĢ olan 108M470 no’lu TÜBĠTAK 
ARDEB projesi kapsamında desteklenmiĢtir.  
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
Flight safety is one of the most important issues in aerospace field and for many 
years many research activities have been carried out. Research conducted on this 
subject can be classified as fault detection, fault identification and fault isolation.  
Today, there are many systems to identify and switch the backups in case of failures 
of sensor that give important flight data such as velocity, position, altitude. With the 
advent of reconfigurable control schemes failures of not only sensors but also 
actuators, flight control surfaces or main components such as engines are identified 
and taken care of without harming the flight safety. 
When unexpected failures occur, they are developed very rapidly and applying 
adequate and timely response is very difficult by human pilot. For instance pilot had 
only 15-seconds to react before the crash of DC10 aircraft belonging to American 
Airlines in Chicago in 1979. Again, simulation studies conducted in 2003 revealed 
that EL AL airline's B747 aircraft accident in 1992 which led to many deaths would 
have been avoided if it were equipped with such a system. (Zhang, 2008)  
Reconfigurable flight control is the term used for systems that detect and identify a 
malfunction or damage and then decide the best control policy to separate it from the 
rest of the aircraft and share its mission amongst remaining healthy devices. In the 
last three decades work on reconfigurable control is intensified. Different control 
techniques as artificial neural networks, inverse dynamic control, model predictive 
control, sliding mode control, LQR and LQG are all combined with these control 
policies. 
Parallel to the developments in computer technology, re-configurable non-linear 
control systems have been possible to be included in control methods. In this study 
for a commercial passenger aircraft, the aerodynamic properties derived from the 
equations of motion, then using a simulation program, nonlinear failure simulations 
are performed. Three failure models have been chosen for the analysis and design 
work. By performing stability analysis on the nonlinear aircraft model open-loop 
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control was applied. Then the linearization of aircraft model has been performed and 
linear quadratic regulator is used for closed-loop optimal feedback control to obtain 
better methods. 
Non-linear control study was carried out the last part. The optimal regulator solution 
to the problem of non-linear methods the conditions connected with one of the 
Riccati equation (State Dependent Riccati Equation) and the pseudo-inverse control 
allocation using the automatic control system is designed to protect the directional 
stability of aircraft after the failure of the rudder.  
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2.  MODELING OF AIRCRAFT 
2.1 Derivation of Equations of Motion 
If the aircraft is assumed to be rigid and to have constant mass, using Newton’s 
second law, equations of motion (EOM) can be derived (Yechout, 2003). Thus, x, y, 
z components of the EOM can be written around of the body axis as: 
 ( ̇       )                 (2.1) 
 (  ̇       )                 (2.2) 
 ( ̇       )                 (2.3) 
When the center of gravity is centered at body axis set, moment equations are in the 
form: 
 ̇      (       )  ( ̇    )            (2.4) 
 ̇      (       )  ( 
    )            (2.5) 
 ̇      (       )  (    ̇)            (2.6) 
Aerodynamical forces and moments are functions of position, velocity and geometry 
of the aircraft. (Özdemir, 2008) 
 ⃗    ⃗⃗⃗ ⃗(                                ) (2.7) 
where: 
 ⃗⃗   ⃗⃗      ⃗⃗     
 ⃗⃗   Aircraft velocity wrt earth 
 ⃗⃗      Aircraft velocity wrt air (air speed) 
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 ⃗⃗      Air velocity wrt earth (Wind speed) 
Wind speed ( ⃗⃗    ) is necessary for calculation of aerodynamical forces and 
moments and x, y, z components can be described as: 
               (2.8) 
               (2.9) 
               (2.10) 
Absolute value of air speed (  ⃗⃗⃗⃗      ): 
       √    
      
      
  (2.11) 
Angle of Attack (AoA) ( ) is a function of x and z component of air speed. 
       
    
    
  (2.12) 
     and       can be written as: 
     
    
√    
      
 
        
    
√    
      
 
 
(2.13) 
 
Figure 2.1 :  Angle of attack (α) and side slipping angle  ( β) 
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Side slipping angle ( ) is a function of y component and total value of airspeed, 
       
    
     
 (2.14) 
     and       are calculated: 
     
√    
      
 
     
        
    
     
 (2.15) 
 
 
Figure 2.2 : Aircraft body and stability axes 
Thrust origined force and moments are functions of altitude, airspeed and gas throttle 
setting (   | ⃗⃗   |       ). 
 ⃗    ⃗⃗⃗ ⃗(  | ⃗⃗   |       ) (2.16) 
Equations (2.1-2.6) include the gravitational, aerodynamic and thrust terms. 
Gravitational forces are defined depending on weight and Euler angles as: 
                                                                 (2.17) 
Aerodynamic forces in x, y, z components: 
                           ̅                      (2.18) 
where lift force on aircraft: 
     ̅                         
              ̅  
 
 
        
 
  (2.19) 
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Parabolic drag equation of aircraft
 
(Roskam, 2001): 
     ̅  (2.20) 
where                 
              or          ̅   
  
 
   
 
Locally linearized drag equation,  
             
                        (2.21) 
Numerical values of      and      are dependent on the defined equilibrium 
condition. Calculation of      and     are made by 
    ̅   
  
 
   
                (             )  and         
      
   
 (2.22) 
Equalizing parabolic and linear drag equations: 
    ̅   
   
 
   
           (2.23) 
Thus,    can be obtained as: 
     ̅   
   
 
   
       (2.24) 
Aerodynamical pitching moment: 
      ̅  ̅                   
          
   ̇
 ̇ ̅
      
    
  ̅
      
   
(2.25) 
Aerodynamical side force: 
       ̅                                   (2.26) 
Aerodynamical yaw moment 
     ̅                                    (2.27) 
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Figure 2.3 : Aircraft Euler angles orientation 
 
Figure 2.4 : Aircraft linear and angular velocities 
Thrust force produced by power plant depends on number of engines n, maximum 
thrust available, engine connection angles and density ratio: 
                      (2.28) 
                            (2.29) 
                       (2.30) 
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Figure 2.5 : Body forces acting on aircraft 
    ∑   
 
 
                 ∑   
 
 
                ∑   
 
 
 (2.31) 
When the engine is out of service due to a failure or shutdown deliberately, fans 
produce an extra drag force proportional to engine inlet area      and dynamic 
pressure. Modeling this fan drag is especially important for studies about engine 
failures. (Roskam, 1989) 
             ̅  (2.32) 
Engine origined moments are the product of thrust forces and corresponding moment 
arm at that axis. these moment arms (              ) are the distances between engine 
location and center of gravity. 
    ∑               
 
 
 (2.33) 
   ∑              
 
 
 (2.34) 
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   ∑              
 
 
 (2.35) 
 
Figure 2.6 : Engine force and moment arms front and top view 
It can be observed that aircraft equations of motion are highly nonlinear and coupled 
equations. Thus, it appears that any force or moment exerted on the aircraft has its 
influences on the other axes as well. 
2.2 Derivation of Aerodynamic Derivatives 
On the scope of this study, for the flight dynamics analysis, stability-control 
improvements and flight simulations  are performed on  a wide body transport 
aircraft model. While generating the model, geometry and characteristics of similar, 
widely used, commercial aircrafts are utilized. AAA
®
 (Advanced Airplane Analysis) 
computer software is used throughout the calculation of nondimensional aircraft 
stability and control derivatives. In addition, algebraic derivation of dimensional 
derivatives of linearized aircraft model has been provided by this software.  
Entering the flight conditions and aircraft geometry depicted in Table 2.1 and Figure 
2.7-2.9 as input into AAA® software, outcomes obtained are shown in Table 2.2. 
Table 2.1: Flight Conditions 
h         ̅̅̅   
4000 m 537,00 km/h 0,460 9115,42 N/m
2
 2,89  deg 
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Figure 2.7 : Horizontal and vertical tail geometries respectively 
 
 
 
Figure 2.8 : Fuselage and wing geometry respectively. 
 
 
Figure 2.9 : Aileron, elevator and rudder geometries respectively. 
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Table 2.2: AAA® software outputs: Nondimensional stability derivatives 
 
 
 
0,5107  
 
 
3,0339 
rad
-1
 
 
 
 
-2,1597 
rad
-1
 
 
 
 
0,0000 
rad
-1
 
 
 
 
0,0311 -11,27 
rad
-1
 
-1,0296 
rad
-1
 
0,0644 
rad
-1
 
 
 
 
-0,0633 
 
0,0000 
rad
-1
 
 
-0,2082 
rad
-1
 
 
-0,003 
rad
-1
 
 
 
 
0,2188 
 
10,3694 
rad
-1
 
 
0,1660 
rad
-1
 
 
0,3630 
rad
-1
 
 
 
 
0,0802 
 
-35,510 
rad
-1
 
 
-0,0220 
rad
-1
 
 
0,0446 
rad
-1
 
 
 
 
0,0046 
 
0,203 
 
-0,0031 
rad
-1
 
 
-0,202 
rad
-1
 
 
 
 
0,1084 
 
0,2108 
 
-0,0112 
rad
-1
 
 
0.49 
rad
-1
 
 
 
 
0,0616 
 
0,1354 
 
-0,0942 
rad
-1
 
 
-0.74 
rad
-1
 
 
 
 
-0,4377 
 
0,0228 
rad
-1
 
 
-0,4374 
rad
-1
 
 
-0.36 
rad
-1
 
 
 
 
-0,1601 
 
1,2204 
rad
-1
 
 
-0,0849 
rad
-1
 
 
0.54 
rad
-1
 
 
 
 
0.2424 
rad
-1
 
 
-4,5344 
rad
-1
 
 
0,7837 
rad
-1
 
  
 
 
 
5,3619 
rad
-1
 
 
0,0127 
rad
-1
 
 
0,2869 
rad
-1
 
  
 
 
 
-1,9454 
rad
-1
 
 
0,5813 
rad
-1
 
 
-0,3912 
rad
-1
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Last four derivatives                      are the stability derivatives of flaps and 
spoilers. These values can be determined by the methods provided in Roskam, 1989 
and calculated values of these derivatives have been taken from Simonyan, 2009.  
Program also computes the dimensional stability and control derivatives depicted in 
Table 2.3 using the aircraft geometry and flight conditions. 
Table 2.3: AAA® software outputs: Dimensional stability derivatives 
 
 
-0,0084 s
-1
 
 
 
-0,2371 m/s
2
 
 
 
0,9281 s
-1
 
 
 
5,0223 m/s
2
 
 
-10,8811 m/s
2
 
 
1,4182 s
-2
 
 
 
-0,1418 s
-1
 
 
-3,3248 s
-2
 
 
0,0000 s
-2
 
 
 
-100,9535 m/s
2
 
 
-0,4263 m/s
2
 
 
-0,0702 s
-1
 
 
 
-0,7805 m/s 
 
-22,8459 m/s2 
 
-0,3236 s
-1
 
 
 
-2,6678 m/s 
 
-6,9808 s
-2
 
 
6,7953 m/s
2
 
 
 
-0,0007 m
-1
s
-1
 
 
-19.2741 m/s
2
 
 
1,4899 s
-2
 
 
 
-2,9950 s
-2
 
 
-0,1707 m/s 
 
-1,7305 s
-2
 
 
 
0,0000 s
-2
 
  
1,4201 m/s 
 
 
0,0000 m/s
2
 
 
 
-0,2385 s
-1
 
 
-6,9588 s
-2
 
 
2,1516 s
-2
 
 
 
-0,7513 s
-1
 
 
-1,4148 s
-1
 
 
-0,0253 s
-2
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3.  TRIM ANALYSIS BY NONLINEAR EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
3.1 Trim Analysis  
3.1.1 3DOF Trim Analysis by Gauss Seidel Method 
The longitudinal motion of aircraft consists of two translational and one rotational 
movements. Translations are along x and z axis while the rotation is around y axis. 
Three unknowns can be solved via these three equations.  
For instance, unknown variables can be selected as  (angle of attack),    (throttle 
setting) and    (horizontal stabilizer incidence) or    (elevator angle). A recursive 
method is necessary for the static trim analysis. Two different methods can be 
utilized for this purpose. These are Gauss-Seidel and Newton-Raphson methods. All 
total forces and moments are equal zero at the equilibrium. For the horizontal flight 
           ̇  ̇  ̇         can be assumed. Replacing this assumptions 
into Equations (2.1, 2.3, 2.5)  
x force equation: 
                             (3.1) 
z force equation 
                             (3.2) 
pitching moment equation 
                (3.3) 
are obtained. If      is known from x force equation   , from z force equation   , and 
from pitch moment equation    can be solved with Gauss-Seidel method recursively 
and 3.4 -3.6 are obtained. 
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      (        ) ̅        .             
        
   / ̅        
               
  (3.4) 
  
      (   ) ̅        .        
   /  ̅                    
(                ) ̅   
 (3.5) 
   
.              
   /  ̅     ̅              
      ̅     ̅
 (3.6) 
3.1.2 3DOF Trim Analysis using Newton Raphson Method 
For this method all terms in x force equation (2.1) are passed to same side and x 
force function is called as (XF) Similarly, z force function (ZF) and pitch moment 
function (YM) are defined. 
         (   )  (        ) ̅       
 .                      
   /  ̅       
                    
(3.7) 
        (   )  (        ) ̅       
 .                      
   /  ̅       
                    
(3.8) 
   .                      
   /  ̅     ̅
                
(3.9) 
To obtain the converged result first the initial values of the (        ) are guessed 
and XF, ZF and YM functions are calculated at these values. For the converged 
results these function should equal to zero. For i+1
th
 step, next iteration is obtained 
by 
                (3.10) 
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           (3.11) 
                (3.12) 
Updated values of the functions 
          
   
    
    
   
  
   
   
   
      (3.13) 
          
   
    
    
   
  
   
   
   
      (3.14) 
          
   
    
    
   
  
   
   
   
      (3.15) 
            are solved in below linear equation system. 
[
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
    
   
  
   
   
   
    
   
  
   
   
   
    
   
  
   
   ]
 
 
 
 
 
 
[
   
  
   
]   [
   
   
   
] (3.16) 
Iterations are continued until a converged result is delivered. 
3.1.3 6DOF Trim Analysis by Newton Raphson Method  
6 DOF trim analysis is needed at flight situations such as turning, when the motion is 
not limited by only x-z plane. Similar to 3 DOF trim analysis problem, force and 
moment equations are arranged to form force and moment functions. 
    ( ̇       )     (3.17) 
    (  ̇       )     (3.18) 
    ( ̇       )     (3.19) 
    ̇      (       )  ( ̇    )      (3.20) 
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    ̇      (       )  ( 
    )      (3.21) 
    ̇      (       )  (    ̇)      (3.22) 
In this form, there are 6 unknown variables to be determined. For a special condition, 
                  can be chosen to be unknowns. 
                                        
and 
                                          
6 equations of Newton Raphson method: 
          
   
   
    
   
   
         
   
   
     
          
   
   
    
   
   
         
   
   
     
 
          
   
   
    
   
   
         
   
   
     
 (3.23) 
and in matrix form 
[
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   ]
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[
 
 
 
 
 
    
   
   
   
   
   ]
 
 
 
 
 
 
[
 
 
 
 
 
   
   
   
   
   
   ]
 
 
 
 
 
 (3.24) 
Partial derivatives are calculated numericaly below  
   
   
 
  (                         )    (                       )
         
 (3.25) 
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3.2 Flight Simulation 
Force and moment equations given in (2.1-2.6) are added by 3 kinematic and 3 
position equations. This way a dynamic equation set which consist of 3 linear 
velocities, 3 angular rates, 3 angular position and 3 translational position equations is 
obtained. 
Aircraft motion can be simulated by solving these 12 nonlinear equations (3.26- 
3.39) via 4
th
 order Runge Kutta (RK4) method. 12 variables 
(                          ) are denoted by a  ⃗ vector and   
  refers time 
derivative of i
th
 variable. (i=1, 2,…..12). 
Force equations are rearranged as: 
  
   ̇                    
 
 
 (       ) (3.26) 
  
   ̇                        
 
 
 (       ) (3.27) 
  
   ̇                        
 
 
 (       ) (3.28) 
5
th
 variable pitch rate  ̇  is solved from pitch moment equation. Time derivative of 
roll rate and yaw rate  ̇   ̇ appears both in hem pitch moment and yaw moment 
equations. By Cramer method  ̇ and  ̇ are solved together and two new equations 
are obtained.  
  
   ̇       
     
   
   
  
    
      
 (3.29) 
  
   ̇       
 
   
,  (       )  ( 
    )         - (3.30) 
  
   ̇       
     
   
   
  
    
      
 (3.31) 
where 
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,   (       )             - (3.32) 
   
 
   
,   (       )             - (3.33) 
Next 3 equations are derived by kinematic relations. 
  
   ̇             
           
    
 (3.34) 
  
   ̇                    (3.35) 
  
   ̇       
           
    
 (3.36) 
Finally 3 position equations are formed by coordinate transforms.  
   
   ̇       
            (                     )
  (                     ) 
(3.37) 
   
   ̇       
            (                     )
  (                     ) 
(3.38) 
   
   ̇       
                                (3.39) 
Thus, 12 equations are ready to be solved via 4
th
  order Runge Kutta method. 
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4.  FAILURE SCENARIOS 
For a safe flight all systems on the aircraft have to satisfy a level of performance and 
adequacy. Since these systems are continuously interacting, any failure or damage 
occurred in one part effects the others deeply. For this reason, there must exist 
backup systems that can take place of the failured items and share its duty among 
other healthy parts. Following is a discussion of full thrust loss engine and flight 
control surface actuator failures during flight. 
4.1 Engine Full Thrust Loss 
Powerplant is one of the main components of aircraft. Its main task is to accelerate 
the aircraft in order to reach the speed necessary for takeoff and produce the amount 
of force that equals to aerodynamic drag force throughout the flight. Secondly, it has 
pressurizing, electrical power generating tasks in modern aircrafts.  
Thrust loss occurring during flight, changes the force moment balance severely and 
leads to fatal results.  A backup engine to take part in such condition is not applicable 
either economically or in engineering way. For this reason engines are designed with 
a safety factor that enables to produce more power than required level. In case of an 
engine failure, remaining engines can be adjusted to eliminate the imbalance created 
by it. Deflecting the control surfaces to a new trim point, the moment effects of the 
incident can be compansated. 
Table 4.1: Flight conditions for normal and left engine out operations.  
A) Both engines normal 
operation 
h=4000 m, Mach = 0.5,  = 0°, e = 4°, β = 0°,   = 0° 
  = ? , ih = ? , T1  = ? , T2  = ? , a  = ?  , r  = ? 
B) First engine (left) is INOP 
 
h=4000 m, Mach = 0.5,  = 0°, ih = -1.1°,  = 0° 
  = ? , e = ? , T2  = ? , a  = ? , r  = ? ,  β = ? 
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For the simulation purpose of failure previously mentioned Newton- Raphson 
method is employed and for the pre and post flight data given in Table 4.1 trim 
values are computed and demonstrated in Table 4.2.  
While computing the trim values it’s assumed that 1st engine has lost full thrust. 
Unlike partial thrust loss, while the engine has no contribution to total thrust force, it 
starts to produce an extra amount of drag force due to wind passing through engine 
fans. This drag is named as windmillling drag and it is proportional to engine inlet 
area, dynamic pressure of the air and a constant term 0.3. This drag component 
should be taken into account in calculations about engine when a flight dynamics 
analysis or simulation of failure is to be carried out. especially for higher velocitie 
the effects of this drag are much more significant and lack of including it into 
equations yields to incorrect and unreal responses.  
Aircraft can continue the same quality of flight when the 1
st
 engine goes inoperative 
only and only  2
nd
  engine throttle setting is increased to almost triple of its current 
value and lateral control surfaces, aileron and rudder must change from zero and get 
the necessary trim value to diminish the yaw and roll effects. 
Table 4.2: Trim values for normal and 1st engine out flight conditions. 
 Normal  1
st
  engine INOP 
δT1 0.236145 - 
δT2 0.236145 0.600453 
δe 4.0 O 4.021679 O 
δa 0.0 O 1.479276 O 
δr 0.0 O -2.296550 O 
 
Using the flight simulation algorithm given in previous section the influence of 
failure on the flight dynamics over the time can be obtained. For the simulation 
purposes it is assumed that 1
st
 engine (left) goes inoperative at 100
th
 second, losing 
all thrust available linearly in 5 seconds. 
Simulation results depicts that if there is no change in second engine throttle setting 
or control surface deflections after the failure, aircraft starts to lose altitude rapidly 
and crashes in 144 seconds. However, if the computed postfailure trim values are 
applied in 5 seconds in an open loop control manner, aircraft is quickly stabilized and 
preserves the prefailure flight handling qualities after goin through some small 
amounts of oscillations. 
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Figure 4.1: Change of  altitude in left engine full thrust loss failure.  
 
Figure 4.2: Change of y axis displacement in left engine full thrust loss 
failure. 
Of course latter flight qualities are not exactly the same as the preflight case. While 
trim analysis is performed some variables were fixed at the desired values and some 
were left free. For this case, it was desired to have zero roll angle (ϕ) and side 
slipping angle was left free for postfailure condition. Simulation shows that free 
parameter side slipping angle goes to a negative value to balance the lateral effects 
due to open loop aileron and rudder control efforts which are attempting to keep roll 
angle at zero. This causes a y-axis translation of aircraft depicted Figure 4.2.  
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Side slipping angle (β), which is the angle between airspeed and aircraft’s 
longitudinal axis, is expected to be zero during normal cruise flight. In an engine 
failure aircraft can continue flight by shifting its nose to left or right to produce 
lateral moments opposing to the ones resulted by failure. Simulation history of side 
slipping angle is viewed in Figure 4.3. When control surfaces and engine throttles are 
not changed after failure, aircraft sideslip angle increases to a level with the 
directional moment caused by the unsymmetric thrust forces. However with the 
application of precalculated trim values aircraft sideslip moves only for a tiny 
amount.  
Angle of attack is another variable that is not fixed and left to change freely during 
the trim analysis. With the thrust loss, longitudinal force and moment imbalances are 
produced. These are compensated by changing the lift, drag and pitching moment of 
the wing. The only way to alter these aerodynamic forces and moment is changing 
the angle of attack as they are intensely dependent on this angle. However, if the 
aircraft has positive longitudinal stability the imbalance can be removed by a small 
variation of angle of attack. Figure 4.4 demonstrates the change in angle of attack 
when the trim values are applied.  
 
Figure 4.3: Change of  side slipping angle in left engine full thrust loss 
failure. 
Without controls, angle of attack change is unstable. It increases continuosly, until 
the maximum is reached. After that point wings cannot produce necessary lift and 
aircraft goes into stall condition.  
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Figure 4.4: Change of angle of attack in first engine full thrust loss failure.  
4.2 Rudder Jam 
 Commands given by the pilot or flight computers are transferred to flight control 
surfaces via mechanical and hydraulic actuators. Problems such as hydraulic pump 
failures, mechanical linkage damages or control surface jams cannot be intervened 
during flight under no circumstances. This kind of problems evoke irrecoverable 
situations when they occur in critical flight phases such as takeoff/landing or high 
speed flight phases such as cruise no matter how small amount they are. Usually 
pumps and mechanical linkages can be easily backed up. However, jamming of flight 
control surfaces at a constant angle, are the type of failures that cannot be overcome 
even if the all command and transmission lines are active.  Thus, the failured actuator 
must be removed from the equation and it must be compensated by the remaining 
surfaces in a quick manner. 
Rudder is mainly responsible of yaw control and at high speeds very little deflections 
cause high amount of yaw and roll moments. Similar to engine failure, necessary 
changes in the control variables in order to preserve the flight quality after rudder 
jam at 2 degrees can be investigated via Newton-Raphson method. Both flight 
conditions and obtained trim values are demonstrated in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 
respectively. 
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Table 4.3: Rudder trim analysis for normal and postfailure flight conditions 
A) Both engine normal 
operation 
h=4000 m, Mach = 0.5,  = 0°,
e = 4°, β = 0°,   = 0° 
  = ? , ih = ? , T1  = ? , T2  = ? , a  = ?  , r  = ? 
B) Rudder jammed at 2 deg h=4000 m, Mach = 0.5,  = 0°, ih = -1.1°, = 0°, 
r  = 2° (left deflection) 
  = ? , 
e = ? , T1  = ? , T2  = ? , a  = ? , β = ? 
Table 4.4:  Normal and rudder jammed trim analysis 
 Cruise  Rudder at 2O  
δT1 0.236145 0.458154 
δT2 0.236145 0.014137 
δe 4.0 O 4.002206 O 
δa 0.0 O 1.114162 O 
δr 0.0 O 2.0O 
 
Rudder is initially at zero deflection during cruise. Due to high velocity, when rudder 
suddenly increases to 2
ο
 and stays there, very high amount of yaw moment and side 
force appears. Since nonlinear equations of flight are highly coupled it also leads to 
lateral effects. Trim analysis has shown that, this directional moment can be 
alleviated using the thrust difference of each engine. 
The amount of necessary thrust force can be provided by only one engine and an 
opposing yaw moment can be generated. To this end, throttle ratio of the first engine 
is nearly doubled and second engine is nearly dropped to zero.  Some amount of 
positive aileron deflection is required to damp the triggered roll motion.  
 
Figure 4.5: Change of angle of attack in rudder jam failure.  
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Aircraft angle of attack starts to decrease after failure as a result of the pitch moment 
and increasing drag force.  Since aircraft model is stable around longitudinal axis, it 
has the tendency of returning its previous position after the acting disturbance is 
removed. Upon the simulations, it can be observed that after trim values applied, 
angle of attack exhibits small oscillations in the beginning but then it becomes 
constant at the prefailure value.  
Side slipping angle is unrestricted for the trim analysis, so the high amount of 
directional moment arisen after rudder is jammed causes it to get a different value 
than the prefailure on the postfailure flight.  
 
Figure 4.6: Change of side slipping angle in rudder jam failure. 
Not applying the outcome of the trim analysis, this directional moment diverts the 
aircraft from its flight path suddenly and extremely. Figure 4.7 summarizes, 
postfailure trim values applied and no control effort was made situations:. There is a 
certain amount of slipping present even if the trim values are applied, as the controls 
attempt to nullify the roll angle. As there is no feedback available, this trim value 
stays constant and increases the amount of slipping.  
As mentioned above, the moment imbalance induced by rudder failure leads the 
aircraft to lose altitude swiftly and crash in 30s. Since the aircraft model is stable 
around longitudinal axis, applying trim values ensures the aircraft to pursue the flight 
with safety. 
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Figure 4.7: Change of y axis displacement in rudder jam failure. 
 
Figure 4.8: Change of altitude in rudder jam failure. 
Regarding these analysis and simulation studies, it can be said that, open loop 
application of computed postfailure trim values as a control policy, is broadly 
successful. In this instance one should consider this concept with a practical point of 
view.  It’s undisputable that if the necessary controls are not exercised in a short 
period, emergent force and moments lead to irreversible structural damages. 
However, due to human factors, this holds a high risk for the case for a human pilot 
controller.  Besides, in  such an emergency condition, pilot response would not be as 
sensitive as the precomputed trim values. 
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5.  LINEAR CONTROLLER DESIGN 
Many physically existing systems have nonlinear characteristics. This kind of 
systems face many problems when they are desired to be controlled as the 
complexity of the equations and lack of direct analytic solutions. On the other hand, 
for linear systems there exist various analytical and graphical solution methods. 
Using mathematical modeling and analysis techniques, adequate linear 
representations of nonlinear plants can be derived and used under specific conditions. 
(Kirk, 2004) 
A linear system has the property of superposition in both continuous and discrete 
time. For an input which is in the form of weighed sum of more than one inputs, 
output of the system is weighed sum of each input’s output.  
Relation between the input and the output of a linear system is the mathematical 
model which is a linear differential equation. By solving this equation in time, 
outputs generated by the system are computed. 
 
 
Figure 5.1: Open loop control system. 
 
Figure 5.2: Closed loop control system. 
In engineering applications, fundamental aim is to keep system output at a 
convenient constant value or make it follow a desired shape. Difference between this 
desired value and generated system outout is named as error signal. A controller 
computes the necessary input to nullify or at least minimize this error signal. If the 
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inputs to be applied are calculated independent of the output an open loop scheme is 
in question. If the mathematical relations describing the system and the external 
parameters influencing to it are known in detail, using this scheme would grant 
satisfactory results. However, modeling uncertainties and agents such as noise and 
disturbances decrease the chances of success. Error signal can be minimized, when 
the variation of output from the desired value, is also used while calculating the next 
input. For this purpose, system output is fed and subtracted from desired input and 
error is approached to zero each time. This kind of a system is called as closed loop 
control system.  
A disturbance exerted into system while in rest in equilibrium position, imposes an 
energy increase. If the system tends to damp this transient energy and return to its 
previous energy level the system characteristic is considered as stable. For a system 
to be stable, all real part of its eigenvalues should lie in negative half plane. This 
means impulse response of the system is an asymptotically decreasing exponential. 
This way, output influences of disturbances, which are diverting the system states 
from equilibrium state,  go to zero asymptotically.  Similarly, if the real part of at 
least one eigenvalue lies in positive system is unstable and influence of disturbance 
increases exponentially and diverts the system away from equilibrium. 
After the input is applied, there occurs a delay until the output reaches to the desired 
value, depending on the  inner dynamics. Sudden overshoots or oscillations may be 
exhibited during this time. Control system intervenes to eigenvalues, which are 
responsible for this kind of behavior, and enables the system to response in an 
acceptable manner. Transient response of the system demonstrates itself as over and 
undershoots while the steady state response demonstrates as oscillations. A trade off 
between this two characteristics, make it possible to have satisfactory handling 
qualities.   
Classical control methods are based on analyzing and solving the time dependent 
differential equations, in frequency domain utilizing integral transforms. Relations 
among inputs and outputs are described as frequency dependent transfer functions. 
Performance of system in time domain can be predicted via  its frequency domain 
characterisitics. Many existing graphical frequency domain methodologies such as 
Bode plot, Nyquist criterion, Evans Root-Locus plot makes these performance and 
stability calculations easier. System open loop and closed loop eigenvalues can be 
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examined in frequency domain and the interval of feedback gains can be obtained. 
Sensitivity of system upon high frequency disturbances can further be analyzed and 
robust control systems which preserves stability under noise and uncertainties can be 
synthesized.  
 
Figure 5.3: Difference between system output and the desired output. 
Since 1960s modern control methods are widely used. These methods admit analysis 
of dynamical systems and synthesis of control systems in time domain. Especially 
fast solution of differential equations with the advent of new computer technologies 
and efficient numerical algorithms have increased the usage of modern methods.  In 
these methods systems are expected to fulfill some criterias represented by 
performance indexes. Systems are represented by state space representations which 
the states are the system inputs, outputs or functions of them. These states are said to 
be controllable if an input has direct influence on state’s next value. On this 
condition the next value of state is a linear function of current state and system input. 
A state is said to be observable if the state has a direct influence on system output 
which also means the state is measurable. (Kirk, 2004) For a linear system state 
space representation has the form of: 
 ̇       
                
  (5.1) 
where x is state vector, y is system output, and u is input vector applied to system. A 
is called as stability or system matrix, B is input or control matrix and C is known as 
output matrix. Another matrix D which is a direct relation of input to output can also 
be written for anticausal systems. 
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Figure 5.4: State space representation. 
5.1 Linearizing the Equations of Motion 
Equations of motion describing flight are nonlinear and highly coupled equations. In 
order to make use of linear control synthesis methods first these equations must be 
linearized around particular operating points. Taylor’s expansion and Jacobian 
derivatives are used to linearize EOM around specific flight conditions and are 
considered to be a substitute of nonlinear model within a finite neighbourhood of 
flight variables. This process can be performed either algebraically or numerically. 
For this sort of derivation steady state conditions of aircraft at a certain flight mode 
are taken as initial point and every small perturbation of any flight variable from this 
reference is expressed as a linear function of that variable.  
In an alternative method, feedback linearization, pseudo inverses of system matrices 
are used to acquire input as a function of output. (Yedavalli, 2003) This way, 
nonlinear terms are cancelled and system resembles a linear system. This is not 
enough to stabilize the system and it is used as inner linearization loop. A second 
outer loop achieves control by employing any control algorithm. 
5.1.1 Small Perturbations Approximation 
Small perturbations theory is a widely known technique to linearize nonlinear 
equations. (Nelson, 1997). This mathematical technique makes it possible to obtain 
linear approximates of nonlinear models and employ advanced control synthesis 
techniques. 
For the linearization of 6DOF aircraft model, first it is assumed that aircraft flies 
within some static equilibrium flight mode. At this mode the 12 flight variables can 
be represented as: 
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 (5.2) 
where: 
          : x, y, z axis linear velocities at equilibrium point 
           : x, y, z axis angular velocities at equilibrium point 
          : Euler angles at equilibrium point 
        :  x, y, z axis linear velocity variations  
         :   x, y, z axis angular rate variations       
        :  Euler angle variations     
Assuming a longitudinal symmetrical flight initial values of lateral variables are 
cancelled: 
                     
            
            
 (5.3) 
For instance x axis force equation can be rewritten while X represents the 
aerodynamic and thrust system origined forces: 
              ( ̇       ) (5.4) 
All variables are replaced with the small perturbation expressions: 
           (     )   (  ̇           ) (5.5) 
For the equilibrium where there is no acceleration     . On the other hand product 
of two small variations can be neglected. Applying trigonometric identities to gravity 
term: 
     (             )   (  ̇) (5.6) 
and expanding   , into Taylor series in terms of small perturbations 
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    (5.7) 
where     ,     represent elevator and engine throttle setting variations respectively. 
Despite the fact that all variables have some amount of influence on aerodynamical 
forces, lateral variables can be neglected and taken out of the equation.  
Then (5.5) and (5.6) are combined to form: 
 (  ̇)  
  
  
   
  
  
   
  
   
    
  
   
               (5.8) 
Applying same procedure to all 12 equations, linearized expression of nonlinear 
aircraft model around normal cruise flight conditions given in Table 2.1 is obtained. 
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 (5.9) 
Arranging the terms further, derivatives of system states (linear and angular 
velocities) can be written in terms of state and control variables. (Roskam, 2001) 
Dimensional stability derivatives given in (5.9) are calculated depending on many 
variables such as nondimensional stability derivatives, dynamic pressure, mass, 
moment of inertia, and chord and span lengths. 
 ̇                         
 ̇                             
 ̇                             
  ̇                         
 ̇                     
  ̇                         
 (5.10) 
Linearized and decoupled equations are used to form two subsystems portraying 
aircraft longitudinal (5.11-5.14) and lateral (5.16-5-20) axis motions. In these 
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systems, state vectors include body axis linear velocities   , pitch rate  , pitch 
angle   and earth axis z displacement    for longitudinal and y axis linear velocity 
 , pitch and yaw rates    , pitch and yaw angles     and earth axis side motion    
for lateral part. Input vector consists of engine throttle settings,           in both 
parts, elevator deflection    for longitudinal and aileron and rudder deflections, 
       for lateral motions.  
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To simplify further    ̇    can be assumed 
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Similarly, for lateral equations state and control vectors 
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are defined so. For simplification purposes, moment of inertia       assumed and 
and     terms are removed from lateral equations 
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Throughout this study, aircraft simulations are managed by nonlinear equations of 
motion. Using derived linear model similar simulations can be performed for normal 
and failured flight conditions and by comparing results differences between 
nonlinear and linearized model can be observed.  
Modelling of discontinuities in failure simulations is a highly important task. When 
there is a power loss in an engine a drag force proportional to engine inlet area is 
produced by engine fans and imposes a negative influence on total thrust force. This 
can be modelled as an extraneous drag generated when engine breaks down in 
nonlinear model, However, this discontinuity is hard to be integrated to a model 
linearized around an operating point. Designing a model that utilizes switched hybrid 
systems theory is a solution to this. Linearization can be done for two cases and two 
linear system bas one failure and one normal can be obtained. According to the plan 
when the engine goes inoperative control system can switch to the failure model and 
continues to stability calculations regarding second model. A sensor reading     , 
indicating a thrust loss due to engine failure, can be utilized for switch signal. For the 
engine failure simulation, longitudinal and lateral control matrices in linearized form 
are: 
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where                     are the stability and control derivatives belonging 
to aircraft presented in Table 2.2 numerically. Control derivatives concerning 
engines                           are obtained via taking the partial derivatives 
of regarding equations of motion. 
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Using these results linearized longitudinal and lateral equations of motion of aircraft 
is expressed numerically as so. 
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(5.24) 
5.1.2 Numerical Linearization 
Aircraft model linearized algebraically by small perturbations method is valid for a 
specific flight phase. Considering wing level horizontal flight, unsteady variables  
 ̇  ̇        are assumed to be zero. This issue may lead some terms to get different 
results than what they should have. A nonlinear system can be linearized by taking 
Jacobian derivatives numerically. (Stevens, 2003) Suppose nonlinear system (5.1) is 
at equilibrium for      . 
 ̇   (   ) (5.25) 
Multi-variable Taylor expansion around equilibrium is 
 ̇    ̇   (     )  
  
  
   
  
  
          (5.26) 
where         and         represent variations from equilibrium values. 
Partial derivative terms are Jacobian matrice and h.o.t are neglected high order terms. 
Since system is known to output zero at equilibrium value  
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 ̇   (     )    (5.27) 
replacing this at (5.2) linear system form is obtained. 
  ̇  
  
  
   
  
  
   (5.28) 
Elements of the Jacobian matrices are the partial derivatives of flight variables 
around equilibrium values. Single variabled    ( ) function is expanded around 
     
    (    )    (  )    
  
  
(  )        (5.29) 
    (    )    (  )    
  
  
(  )        (5.30) 
and partial derivative around equilibrium value is found to be 
  
  
|
    
 
       
  
 (5.31) 
Numerical linearization technique delivers more realistic stability - control 
derivatives compared to the ones obtained by algebraic small perturbation method in 
some cases. In addition, ability to perform it for any flight mode is another 
advantage. 
Numerical and algebraical linearization operations can be compared by (5.32) and 
(5.33). The nonlinear aircraft model used for failure simulations has been decoupled 
into two parts and linearized by this two method around normal cruise conditions at 
4000m altitude.  For algebraical case small perturbations approximation is employed 
and unsteady variables  ̇  ̇       are taken to be zero. It is seen that both outcomes 
are almost exact other than some minor differences in terms related to angle of attack 
and pitch rate. Although this has no influences for the current example, it leads to 
significant discrepancies among the real and computed derivatives for especially 
unconvential design concepts. 
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5.2 Multivariable Optimal Control 
Performance of a system is dependent on more than many parameters. A desired 
performance can only be achieved if this parameter has certain values. Multivariable 
optimization problem seeks the control that makes all parameter values take their 
optimum values at the same time. However, since the parameters are dependent or 
contrasting each other, many times it’s a hard or even impossible task generally. 
Therefore, the influences of parameters are weighed depending on their importance 
on design and an optimization function is produced. 
   (        ) (5.34) 
This function known as performance index is maximized or minimized depending on 
the course of design and optimal response is obtained. (Kirk, 2004) 
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Figure 5.5: Time domain performance characteristics of a dynamical 
system. 
Time domain performance characteristics of dynamical models, overshoot  , 
settling time   , steady state error are expected to be in certain intervals. 
Multivariable optimization approaches can be used to derive a cost function that 
enables to obtain the perfect optimum values of performance variables.  
    (         )    .
         
    
/    .
            
     
/ (5.35) 
However, these sort of detailed calculations are time consuming and draws high 
amount of computational load. Alternatively, there are various performance indices 
designed that utilize the error function. Difference between desired response and the 
output of the system is expressed in a quadratic form to be minimized. These indices 
may attempt to diminish the integral of the error ITE (Integral Total Error), absolute 
value of the error IAE (Integral Absolute Error), or square of error ISE (Integral 
Squared Error). The most widely used index is in the form of (5.36) 
  ∫
 
 
  ( )  ( )  
 
 
  ( )  ( )
 
 
    (5.36) 
where;  
Error signal z(t): Difference between desired response and the system output. 
 ( )   ( )    ( )    ( )     ( )
  ( ( )    ( ))
 (5.37) 
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If the output matrix of the system C is identity matrix, minimizing the error means to 
keep the desired state   ( ) at zero. In this case performance index becomes: 
  ∫
 
 
  ( )  ( )  
 
 
  ( )  ( )
 
 
    (5.38) 
Error Weighing Matrix Q: It symbolizes the amount of energy needed to keep the 
error at zero. Therefore, 
 
 
  ( )  ( ) expression must be positive and nonzero. This 
can be done by choosing Q matrix positive semi-definite.  
Input signai u(t): The signal applied to system as input. 
Control Weighing Matrix R: It symbolizes the amount of control effort to keep the 
error at zero. 
 
 
  ( )  ( ) would get a higher value as the tendency of keeping the 
error close to zero increases. Since controls must be positive, R matrix must be 
positive-definite. 
Thus, a linear quadratic regulator system can be defined as a controller producing 
control signals aiming to keep states at zero. State or output of the system can be 
used for feedback. However, all states are not available for measurement for some 
cases. All states of the system either must be measured or reconstructed by a state 
observer and must be subtracted from the input with the appropriate gain. this 
procedure is called full state feedback. In addition, all states must be controllable 
meaning that changes in the input signal must directly influence the states. 
 The most comprehensive studies on stability of dynamical systems have been 
conducted by Russian mathematician Alexander Lyapunov. Lyapunov has stated that 
a mechanical system is said to be stable if it has the tendency to damp the energy 
exerted to it and return to its initial state after a disturbance is applied. 
A scalar, differentiable function    ( ) in a   neighborhood containing 
equilibrium is called 
locally positive definite if   ( )    and  ( )    
locally negative definite if  ( )    and  ( )    
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If the   neighborhood is all plane, it is named globally positive or negative definite. 
(Ogata, 1997) 
 ̇( )    ( ) (5.39) 
Autonomous linear dynamical system (5.39) for      as an equilibrium state and P 
positive definite, a scalar Lyapunov functional describing kinetic energy can be 
defined as: 
 ( ( ))    ( )  ( ) (5.40) 
Differentiating both parts by time, 
 
  
{ ( ( ))}  
 
  
*  ( )  ( )+   ̇ ( )  ( )    ( )  ̇( ) (5.41) 
and replacing  ̇( )    ( )  
 ̇( ( ))    ( )    ( )    ( )   ( )
   ( ) (      )  ( )
 (5.42) 
For the system to be stable the expression (5.42) must be negative definite. For a 
positive definite Q matrix it can be written 
           (5.43) 
 ̇( ( ))     ( )  ( ) (5.44) 
If a certain positive definite Q satisfying (5.43) exists, system (5.39) is said to be 
stable around equilibrium point. For full state negative feedback case pole placement 
method returns the system input to be: 
 ( )     ( ) (5.45) 
When control (5.45) inserted into system (5.1) closed loop system expression 
becomes 
 ̇( )  (    ) ( ) (5.46) 
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Replacing (5.42) into performance index  
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Performance index is put in a Lyapunov functional form to satisfy  ( )     
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 (5.48) 
Since (    ) must be stable, time derivative of Lyapunov functional 
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(5.49) 
K is assumed to guarantee stability so          ( )   . Thus, expression reduces 
to quadratic form: 
 ̇( )  
 
 
  ( )(      ) ( ) (5.50) 
Q and R matrices, as long as positive definite, are left to designer’s choice and are 
governing the performance characteristics. Replacing  (5.45) into (5.41); 
 ̇( )   ̇ ( )  ( )    ( )  ̇( )
                                           ( )(    )   ( )    ( ) (    )
                                       
 
 
   ( ),(    )    (    )-  ( )
 (5.51) 
obtained. Comparing (5.47) and (5.48), system Lyapunov expression becomes as 
(      )   ,(    )    (    )- (5.52) 
or 
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                          (5.53) 
This nonlinear equation holds for every arbitrary  ( ) and generally can be solved 
numerically. Performance value for  ( ) is given by  ( ( )). 
 ( ( ))  
 
 
  ( )  ( ) (5.54) 
A suboptimal control law can be obtained by calculating K matrix from 
 
    
*  ( )  ( )+    (5.55) 
Solving this equation for every     term hidden in P, in another word minimizing, 
stability guaranteeing K matrix is formed. In order to solve (5.53), linear algebraic 
transforms are employed and R is rewritten in terms of nonsingular matrices as  
      . 
       ,   (  )     - ,   (  )     -           
     (5.56) 
This expression is minimized with respect to K 
 
    
*,   (  )     - ,   (  )     - +    (5.57) 
Since inside of derivative term cannot be negative for the existence of minimum, it 
can only be zero or positive. This is satisfied if 
    (   )      (5.58) 
holds. Replacing       gain of linear quadratic regulator is found to be 
         (5.59) 
P matrix is obtained via solving algebraic Riccati Equation. (Ogata,1997) 
                    (5.60) 
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There are many ARE solvers available in linear algebra libraries for languages such 
as C, Fortran and Python. MATLAB package also contains an ARE solver exploiting 
Schur’s method. [K,P,E]= lqr(A,B,Q,R) command solves positive definite matrix P 
in continuous time algebraic Riccati equation and computes the gain of linear 
quadratic regulator.  
State and control weighting matrices Q and R can be customized for desired 
performance criterias. Along with linearized aircraft model stability guaranteeing 
optimal closed loop control is derived. Although there is no exact method for this 
weighting process, Bryson method can be used to make a initial guess. 
In this method Q and R matrices maximum allowable values for states and 
controllers are written as a diagonal matrix. For Riccati equation that will compute 
the optimal feedback gain to regulate longitudinal linear system given in (5.11), 
weighting matrices Q and R are found initially by reciprocating and squaring 
longitudinal states         and longitudinal controls           . 
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 (5.62) 
After this stage, adjustments can be done by the designer according to system 
response and expected response relations.   
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5.3 Closed Loop Linear Control for Failure Cases 
In this section formalizing the linearized model, determination of performance 
parameters, calculation of feedback gains, obtaining simulation results and 
comparison of results with open loop trim value control are examined respectively 
for three failure types. Simulations have been performed using software developed in 
MATLAB- SIMULINK enviroment. 
5.3.1 Control and Simulation for Engine Full Thrust Loss 
Engine thrust loss during flight is a critical failure which has strong influences both 
in lateral and longitudinal motions. In order to alleviate the forces and moments 
generated by it, a fast and adequate stabilizing control effort must be employed. 
There have been many studies relating this issue in literature. McLean, 1997 suggests 
a control augmentation system for partial thrust loss during take off and landing. 
Robust control methods have been implemented on this subject as well. Bennani, 
1997 has used μ synthesis methods while Kordt, 2003 make use of parameter space 
methods. 
Nonlinear flight equations are linearized with previously mentioned methods and 
optimal regulator is designed to switch in on engine thrust loss case. Left engine has 
been chosen for this example and its throttle setting has been omitted during control 
allocation as whatever position it is taken there is no contribution to total thrust force 
any more. With the loss of engine thrust decreased lift, increased drag and generated 
pitch moment will be compensated by 2
nd
 engine throttle setting and elevator       ; 
appearing sudden yaw force and moment and roll motion triggered by them on lateral 
axis will be done by aileron and rudder       . 
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Nonlinear model has been linearized around equilibrium conditions of cruise. Thus, 
linear quadratic regulator design will attempt to keep the system states around this 
equilibrium and force it to have the same performance characteristics after the 
failure. Q and R matrices referred in theory section are used to obtain desired flight 
performance. Weighing factor in Q is selected highest for the variable that is the at 
most desired one not to variate from system equilibrium level. Similarly, elements of 
R matrix are chosen higher for the control input that is authorized to draw higher 
power for its mission. 
In summary, for the model (5.63) (5.64) state and control weighting matrices are 
selected to be 
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1 (5.66) 
Matrix Q states that it is twice more important to keep vertical speed w and pitch rate 
q value near equilibrium than forward speed u and pitch angle on longitudinal axis 
when the engine is failured Matrix R is chosen as identity matrix. Thus, it’s implied 
that it’s 100-200 times more important to get rid of the variations on the states than 
performing small control surface deflections. The overall expression that will be 
attempted to be minimized at every control calculation is in the form of        
                     
    
 . 
 Same assignment of weighting matrices are made for the lateral/directional axis 
control. As mentioned in previous sections during the open loop control of engine 
failure, there had been a certain amount of translation in y axis. This displacement 
was caused since the steady state roll angle was demanded to stay at zero. In order to 
fulfill this aileron was moving on negative direction causing an amount of side 
slipping angle.  
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This time for the closed loop system no limits on states and control are demanded 
and it’s expected to minimize all states to the best level according to their weighting 
factors. 
Linearized aircraft model and weighting matrices (5.65) (5.66) are utilized to find the 
feedback gains that will stabilize the system. Using lqr command in MATLAB this 
easily can be performed. Feedback gains are found as 
      0
                         
                              
1 
 
(5.67) 
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1 (5.68) 
and system inputs as 
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Using simulation software designed in SIMULINK environment, nonlinear 6 DOF 
dynamics are simulated for three casess. These are no control applied after failure, 
open loop application of precalculated trim values and closed loop linear quadratic 
feedback control cases respectively.  
Simulation studies has  shown the performance discrepancies between open loop 
control values obtained via trim analysis and continuously updated control inputs via 
feedback. Left engine full thrust loss that has been analyzed here has outcomes for 
open and closed loop with basicly the same characteristics.  
As there is no feedback available in open loop, the control applied is constant 
throughout the flight. This lacks to view the changing system dynamics and error 
between the desired and current positions of the state. On the other hand, closed loop 
control has ability to calculate the most optimum control with the changing needs.  
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Angle of attack has a stable response when both controls are applied.  In open loop, 
there is a small variation due to calculated control input value of elevator.  
 
Figure 5.6: Angle of attack responses for engine full thrust loss case  
using three control policies. 
 
Figure 5.7: Side slipping angle  responses  for engine full thrust loss 
case using three control policies. 
While side slipping angle was not restricted in open loop simulation, it is attempted 
to be minimized with a relatively high weighting factor in closed loop case. This is 
also influenced by the speed in y direction. Since the side slipping is small, amount 
of side velocity and consequently amount of side displacement is also minimized. 
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Changes in the Euler angles with both control methods are depicted in Figure 5.8-
5.10. Change of pitch angle is slight. It can be taken as zero for the closed loop case 
while there is an oscillation of 0.2 degrees in open loop. Roll angle increases to 2 
degrees in 10 seconds and stays constant at there. Since roll angle was set to zero in 
trim analysis, in open loop control it travels around zero with a minor oscillation.  
 
Figure 5.8: Pitch angle angle  responses  for engine full thrust loss 
case using three control policies. 
 
 
Figure 5.9: Roll angle responses for engine full thrust loss 
case using three control policies. 
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Figure 5.10: Yaw angle response for engine full thrust loss 
case using three control policies. 
Yaw angle, initially tends to increase a small amount in open loop but then by the 
change in side slipping angle starts to decrease. In closed loop it stays constant at a 
degree less than 0.5. 
No control effort after engine failure causes the aircraft to crash in a short time. Due 
to sudden thrust loss there is decrease in lift force generated by the wings. This 
asserts itself as an altitude drop.  
 
Figure 5.11: Altitude change for engine full thrust loss case using 
three control policies.  
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With open loop control aircraft reaches its prefailure altitude after losing less than 
10m altitude. This loss is very close to zero in closed loop case. 
 
Figure 5.12: Y axis displacements for engine full thrust loss case 
 using three control policies.  
It was mentioned beforehands that the y axis displacement was the most important 
problem in open loop simulations. In closed loop system y axis displacement is a 
controlled system state and its value is continuously delivered to input via feedback. 
Therefore, for the closed loop simulation no side displacement is encountered.  
 
Figure 5.13: Pitch rate response for engine full thrust loss case 
using three control policies.  
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Aircraft angular rates have demonstrated stable, converging outputs for each case. 
Amount of oscillations are damped well in closed loop while they are slightly present 
in open loop case. Figure 5.13-5.15 depicts pre and postfailure roll, pitch and yaw 
angular rates in three axes. 
 
Figure 5.14: Pitch rate response for engine full thrust loss case using 
three control policies.  
 
Figure 5.15: Roll rate response for engine full thrust loss case using 
       three control policies.  
Aircraft body axis linear velocities given in Figure 5.16 have similar responses for 
open and closed loop. Forward and vertical velocities are managed to be hold 
constant at prefailure values. Side velocity is contant at zero for closed loop and at a 
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negative value in open loop.  This side velocity is responsible for the unwanted side 
slipping motion in open loop.  
Engine full thrust loss failure is attempted to be compensated by throttle setting and 
control surface deflections as shown in Figure 5.17-5.18 for open and closed loop. 
Different values that control variables get are the reasons of flight characteristics 
differences. 
 
Figure 5.16: Body velocities for engine full thrust loss case 
 using three control policies. 
 
Figure 5.17: Elevator and engine throttle setting changes for full  
thrust loss case. 
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In closed loop control, after engine failure at every time interval, inputs that will 
minimize optimal performance index is calculated via feedback, while in open loop 
control a linear transition is assumed to exist that will change the input to 
precalculated trim values in 5 seconds after the failure occurs. 
Elevator deflection difference for two control type is a negligible as 0.05 degree. As 
well the 2
nd
 engine throttle setting changes are almost identical for two cases. It can 
be said that for longitudinal stability both trim analysis and linear quadratic regulator 
has reached to the same equilibrium point. 
For lateral motion there is not a considerable change between two control policies. 
While the trim analysis aimed to set roll angle constant at zero and release the value 
of side slipping angle, regulator strives to have these variables both close to zero.  
Rudder deflection has a less value for closed loop due to the aileron movement for 
keeping aircraft roll angle constant at zero has applied an extra amount of moment to 
rudder to compensate. 
 
Figure 5.18: Aileron and rudder deflections for full thrust loss case 
5.3.2 Control and Simulation for Rudder Jam failure 
Providing stability after failures experienced by aerodynamic and control surfaces is 
highly important but a much more difficult task due to severely altered aerodynamic 
model and great amount of uncertain parameters appearing.  
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Many studies have been conducted on detecting the failure and compensating effects 
of actuator and surface damages. Sliding mode control methods was employed by 
Shtessel (2002) for tailless aircraft configuration, and by Hess (2002) on damaged 
military jets. Boskovic (2000) has applied multivariable switched control theory in a 
way that ever model represents a failure case. Bodson (1994), Liu (2006) have 
utilized adaptive control schemes for  actuator origined failures and Mack (2010)  
has suggested a model reference detection method using healthy and failured models. 
There may be many reasons of rudder jam failure. Problems may arise in actuator 
hydrolic pumps or mechanical parts of control surface. During flight structural or 
FOD damages may happen. For these failures, previously obtained linearized models 
and weighting matrices can be used to design controllers that stabilizes the system 
after rudder jam failure. After rudder jam failure, rudder is no longer a control 
variable and taken out of control allocation. Depending on the deflection that rudder 
has stuck at, a positive or negative directional moment and its  lateral effects must be 
compensated by remaining control effectors.  
Directional moment can effectively be compensated by engine thrust difference and 
aileron    deflection. Longitudinal effects that are formed due to change in the thrust 
balance also be controlled by engine throttle settings         and elevator deflection 
  . Engine throttle setting is used in both parts so separating the model as 
longitudinal and lateral would lead to errors.  Thus, two coupled equation set are 
written as one linear system this time.  
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where the system matrix is diagonal of previous two system matrices 
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] (5.72) 
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and control matrix is obtained by arranging two control matrices according to input 
vector: 
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 (5.73) 
This linear system is linearized for cruise equilibrium conditions. Thus, linear 
quadratic regulator to be designed will attempt to hold the system states at their 
prefailure values. Q and R matrices are calculated with the same logic in previous 
sections. After a few design attempts the elements of weighting matrices giving 
satisfactory results can be obtained. 
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 (5.74) 
 
    [
    
    
    
    
] (5.75) 
For this case states weighting matrix Q bestows the highest weights on lateral axis 
elements roll rate  , yaw rate  , roll angle  , yaw angle   and y axis displacement 
   values. A similar but less weighted coefficient are chosen for longitudinal states.  
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Matrix R is chosen as identity matrix meaning that the avoiding variations of states 
from the equilibrium is 10-20 times more important that amount of control 
deflections.  
During rudder jam open loop control there has been an amount of y axis 
displacement. This side translation was origined due to the attempt on setting 
postfailure aircraft roll angle at zero value. On closed loop control both roll and side 
slipping angles are set free and even if they can’t become zero, a sub optimal 
solution that will make them all near to zero is searched. 
Linearized aircraft model  and weighting matrices are used together to determine the 
stabilizing feedback control gain. MATLAB command lqr computes the optimal gain 
as: 
    (5.76) 
[
                                                  
                                                      
                                                 
                                                 
] 
 
Then the inputs to be applied are found to be 
   [
   
   
  
   
]              ,                    -
  (5.77) 
Simulation software of previous case has been edited for rudder jam failure and for 
nonlinear 6 DOF model failure simulation is performed for three control case, which 
is no control application after failure, open loop application of precalculated trim 
analysis values and closed loop optimal control via linear quadratic regulator.  
After rudder is jammed at 2 degrees, high amount of moment effects on angular and 
linear velocities to change away the equilibrium values. Aircraft crashes in a short 
time. In the either open loop or closed loop control aircraft is stabilized once more 
and continues its flight safely. Side slipping angle converges to a value less than one 
degree with the application of control deflections. 
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Figure 5.19: Side slipping angle response for rudder jam failure 
using three control policies. 
In open loop, the change is rapid but a little oscillative while response is overdamped 
in closed loop. As side slipping angle is directly related to y axis linear velocities and 
displacement, it can be stated that for these two controls similar flight characteristics 
are obtained. 
Another lateral motion variable roll angle is managed to be kept zero postfailure for 
both open and closed loop control. In open loop, some amount of overshoot and 
oscillation is exhibited. In closed loop case, first an amount of negative roll is viewed 
and in a 20 s interval it’s reached to zero. 
 
Figure 5.20: Pitch angle response for rudder jam failure  
using three control policies.  
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Upon simulations angle of attack and pitch angle are observed not to variate much 
with control efforts. For the open loop trim value application angle of attack and 
pitch angle are exposed to a short oscillation then become constant at their prefailure 
values. Elevator displacement which is responsible for pitch control is a very low 
value. Thus, in closed loop simulation angle of attack has decreased by 0.1 degrees. 
 
Figure 5.21: Angle of attack response for rudder jam failure using 
    three control policies.  
 
 
Figure 5.22: Pitch angle response for rudder jam failure using 
three control policies. 
Yaw angle tends to decrease inversely to increasing side slipping angle. The reason 
for this is the control applied in  postfailure, has altered not the wind axis but rather 
body axis. 
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Figure 5.23: Yaw angle response for rudder jam failure using 
three control policies.  
Aircraft pitch, roll and yaw angular rates are demonstrated in Figure 5.24-5.26 are in 
a stable manner, returning to their prefailure states by some oscillations after the 
control inputs are applied.  
Almost all lateral motions converge to identical values at steady state for both control 
schemes. However, there is discrepancy in y axis displacement outcome that 
expresses the effects of feedback. 
 
Figure 5.24: Roll rate response for rudder jam failure using three 
control policies.  
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Figure 5.25:  Yaw rate response for rudder jam failure using three 
control policies.  
 
 
Figure 5.26:  Pitch rate response for rudder jam failure using three 
 control policies.  
Open loop oscillations and overshoots are responsible of side translations during 
simulation. Closed loop controller continuously updates changes in the states and a 
variation is compensated before it increases and influences on dynamics.  
In both schemes, engine throttle setting is managed to be get to the necessary 
amounts rapidly and there is not a serious change in  angle of attack to effect lift and 
drag altituted change in controlled postfailure stage is not very much while in 
uncontrolled state it crashes with a very steep angle only  in 10 seconds after the 
rudder is jammed.  
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Figure 5.27: Y axis displacement for rudder jam failure using three 
control policies.  
 
 
Figure 5.28: Altitude change for rudder jam failure using three 
control policies. 
Aircraft body axis linear velocities change as shown in Figure 5.29. For open and 
closed loop similar results are obtained. Forward velocity increases to very high 
amounts in very small time and csuses the aircraft to crash. With the applied 
controls, both open and closed loop, this velocity is hold near to its prefailure value. 
Vertical velocity, which is also important for the stability of flight also almost same 
for closed loop and open loop control cases. Due to the yaw moment generated by 
the rudder deflection is large, a minor increase in side velocity exists. However, it 
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has no great influence on dynamics, that’s why the amount of side displacement on 
the y axis is not in high magnitudes. 
 
Figure 5.29: Body linear velocities for rudder jam failure using three 
control policies. 
Open loop trim analysis and inputs calculated via linear quadratic regulator are quite 
similar as seen in Figure 5.30-5.31. In open loop scheme precalculated trim avalues 
are applied linearly in 5 seconds after the failure occurs. In closed loop outputs are 
compared with desired responses and this error is penalized via gain computed by 
algebraic Riccati equation. 
 
Figure 5.30: Control surface deflections for rudder jam failure. 
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During trim analysis flight characteristics are taken as h=4000 m, Mach = 0.5,  = 0°, 
ih = -1.1°,  = 0° so open loop controller puts aircraft into postfailure equilibrium 
that these values are valid. In closed loop the optimality policy varies at every 
calculation interval. If physical restrictions such as actuator saturations are met, gains 
are recalculated and this may change the control policy used up to that stage. 
Linear quadratic regulator, aimed to remove the directional moment system is 
exposed to, puts 1
st
 engine throttle setting in a steep rise and puts 2
nd
  engine throttle 
setting in a decrease. It initially tries to control whole aircraft by only thrust 
difference therefore decreasing total energy consumed on controls. In this process 
aileron has moved in negative direction to compensate roll effects of rudder 
deflection. After 2
nd
 engine throttle setting reaches zero, autopilot isn’t able to 
increase 1
st
 engine throttle setting no more and starts to take this setting back to its 
open loop level. Also a minor defelection on elevator is made by 0.1 degrees for 
pitch trim. As roll effects previously compansated by thrust force are back, aileron 
changes direction and starts to increase 1.7 degrees.  
 
Figure 5.31: Engine throttle settings for rudder jam failure. 
5.3.3 Control and Simulation of Elevator Jam Failure 
Elevator jam introduces aircraft with high amount of pitch moment and angle of 
attack change. Sudden increases and drops in lift and drag causes nose up/down 
motions and lifting surfaces may not be sufficient to beat gravitational forces. 
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In this event a rapid stabilization of pitch moment is crucial. However, lack of main 
control surfaces that can alternate elevators, secondary flight control surfaces must 
be employed. Flaps change the camber of the wing when deployed and has strong 
influence on lift and drag while in flight phases such as take off or landing. Spoiler is 
a surface that changes the aerodynamic form of the wing and creating drag by 
spoiling the airflow on it.  Longitudinal axis aerodynamic properties of these two 
surfaces can be exploited and an alternative to elevator can be practiced. 
Elevator is taken out of the control input and flap and spoiler deflections are 
replaced: 
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 (5.78) 
Again, since the engine throttles are both take place in longitudinal and lateral 
equations two system matrix can be combined to one decoupled linear system.  
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] (5.79) 
and control matrix is arranged by arranging and combining lateral and longitudinal 
control matrices 
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The nonlinear system is linearized for cruise equilibrium conditions. Thus, linear 
quadratic regulator to be designed will attempt to hold the system states at their 
prefailure values. Q and R matrices are calculated with the same logic in previous 
sections. After a few design attempts the elements of weighting matrices giving 
satisfactory results can be obtained. 
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 (5.82) 
After a few attemps matrix Q is chosen as (5.81) to give the most satisfactory results. 
As the longitudinal stability is at stake pitch rate  , vertical speed    pitch angle   , 
also roll rate   and y axis displacement    values are weighed with higher values. 
Similar weighting assignment is fulfilled for pitch axis control. Matrix R is chosen as 
identity matrix other than engine throttle ratios. It is implied that it’s more important 
to remove state variations than minimizing control deflections while this time 
variations of control surfaces should be minimized more than the thrust ratios. 
Linearized aircraft model and weighting matrices are used to find optimal feedback 
gain that will stabilize the system. Optimal gain is computed to be: 
    (5.83) 
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Optimal stabilizing input to be applied then obtained as: 
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             ,                  -
  (5.84) 
Simulation software of previous case has been edited for elevator jam failure and for 
nonlinear 6 DOF model failure simulation is performed for three control case, which 
is no control application after failure, open loop application of precalculated trim 
analysis values and closed loop optimal control via linear quadratic regulator.  Two 
types of failures are defined. In first case, elevator deflection is increased to 8 
degrees after 100
th
 second and spoiler is utilized for control. Second, elevator is 
decreased to zero and flaps are employed. 
 Elevator failure is an important failure for longitudinal motion so the most important 
results are seen in longitudinal axis states angle of attack, pitch rate, pitch angle, 
altitude states. 
Angle of attack change for 8 and 0 degree rudder jam failure simulations are depicted 
in Figure 5.32-5.33. Depending on the sign of deflections two opposite direction 
pitching moments are formed. Thus, angle of attack has reached two opposite signed 
values for both closed loop and open loop.  
 
Figure 5.32: Open loop, closed loop and without control angle of 
attack responses for elevator jam at 8 degrees. 
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Figure 5.33: Open loop, closed loop and without control angle of 
attack responses for elevator jam at 0
 
degrees.  
Pitch rate is one of the most important longitudinal system states. Thus, an elevator 
failure would directly show its influences on pitch rate. For a stable flight, any 
increase in the pitch rate must be compansated quickly. pitch rate Figure 5.34-5.35 
show the unstable and oscillatory rate change when the moments generated by the 
failure are not compensated. In closed loop control, pitch rate initially demonstrates 
some sudden positive and negative oscillations before reaching to zero for both 
elevator jam types.  Open loop control exhibits a higly similar response with the 
closed loop control but the amount of transient oscillations are lower.  
 
Figure 5.34: Open loop, closed loop and without control pitch rate 
responses for elevator jam at 8 degrees.  
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Figure 5.35: Open loop, closed loop and without control angle of 
pitch rate responses for elevator jam at 0
 
degrees.  
Holding pitch angle near the equlibrium value is a crucial task for flight control. 
Especially in case of a failure, rapid changes in the pitch angle would initiate 
catastrophic results. It can be seen from the Figure 5.36-5.37 that the for uncontrolled 
failure, pitch angle increases in a oscillatory way. This also shows its effects on other 
axes as well. For the controlled cases, similar to angle of attack, it changes to a 
positive value for 8 degrees jam, and a negative value for 0 degrees. In closed loop 
and open loop time histories, the characteristics of the change is similar. However, 
the steady state values of angles has a minor difference. 
 
Figure 5.36: Open loop, closed loop and without control pitch angle 
responses for elevator jam at 8
 
degrees. 
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Figure 5.37: Open loop, closed loop and without control pitch angle 
responses for elevator jam at 0 degrees.  
Altitude is by far the most vulnerable system state to an elevator failure. As the 
directions of the pitching moments generated are different at two cases of elevator 
jam, their influence on the altitude change also differs. When the elevator is jammed 
to 8 degrees,  lift of the tail rises and a sudden nose down moment occurs. This 
situation leads the aircraft to go down rapidly. In contrast, when elevator deflection  
is decreased to 0 degree, lift of tail section falls and generated nose up moment 
causes an intensive oscillative change in the altitude which practically is not possible 
to happen as the fuselage cannot bear this sudden accelaration. 
 
Figure 5.38: Open loop, closed loop and without control altitude 
change for elevator jam at 8 degrees. 
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Figure 5.39: Open loop, closed loop and without control altitude  
change for elevator jam at 0 degrees.  
As depicted in Figure 5.38 and Figure 5.39, altitude deflections caused by 
uncompansated pitching moment imbalance can be avoided by manipulating spoiler 
and flap mechanisms. Flaps and spoilers by nature, has reverse aerodynamic 
characteristics. According to the type of elevator failure either flaps or spoilers can 
be deployed. Deflecting flaps will generate a nose down moment which will balance 
the aircraft which has its elevator jammed at 0 degree where the trim value of the 
elevator deflection is 4 degrees. For the 8 degrees case, nose up moment, originating 
from spoiler deflection is used.  
 
Figure 5.40: Open loop, closed loop and without control body 
velocities for elevator jam at 0 degrees.  
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Figure 5.41: Open loop, closed loop and without control body 
velocities for elevator jam at 8 degrees.  
Body axis linear velocities change as seen in Figure 5.40-5.41. Failure affects the 
forward speeed at most. Control schemes are able to hold this system state near 
equilibrium for both types of  elevator failures. In order to diminish the nose up and 
nose down moments generated by elevator failures, vertical speed of the aircraft must 
either be decreased or increased. This also means altering the angle of attack which is 
directly contributing to pitching moments. Thus, for 8 degree jam, vertical velocity 
increases and for 0 degree jam decreases to some constant values.  
 
Figure 5.42: Longitudinal control deflections for elevator jam at 8 
degrees. 
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Figure 5.43: Longitudinal control deflections for elevator jam at 8 
degrees. 
In the lack of elevators for longitudinal control, flap and spoilers are used. Flaps can 
be deflected until 30 degrees, increasing lift and drag and creating nose down 
moment by moving the aerodynamic center in front of center of gravity. Flaps are 
deployed when the elevator is jammed at a value which is lower than the trim value 
of elevator deflection. Spoilers on each part of the wing are operated together. They 
decrease lift and increase drag by spoiling the airstream. They also create a nose up 
moment which can be used to compansate elevator deflections greater than trim 
value of elevator. 
 
Figure 5.44: Engine throttle settings for elevator jam at 8 degrees.  
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Figure 5.45: Engine throttle settings for elevator jam at 0 degrees.  
Steady state values of engine throttle settings almost identical in open and close loop. 
In closed loop control, for 8 degrees elevator jam case, initially throttles are retreated 
to decrease nose up moment. Short time after, as the velocity starts to decrease, this 
policy has been given up and rapidly increased to prefailure level. For 0 degree case, 
initially thrust is increased to its hard bound, than decreased to lower bound in order 
to balance this reaction. Short time after it is adjusted to a value that is near to its 
prefailure value. 
Elevator failure has not a crucial influence on directional and lateral motions. Thus, 
no significant change has been driven in the postfailure by the controllers on control 
surfaces of aileron and rudder. 
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6.  NONLINEAR CONTROL 
Nonlinear equations of motion of the air vehicle are coupled between modes, 
representing an inter-related structure. Therefore, to ensure stability this non-linear 
relationship should be utilized during the calculation of control input. Solving 
nonlinear equations fast and calculation of gains during flight is difficult and a 
complex process. However, stability and controllability analysis and design of linear 
systems in time and frequency domains include widely used and reliable methods. 
Linearization around the equilibrium point of the system under suitable conditions, 
and adjustment of gains for controller design are shown in the previous sections. For 
these reasons, linear controllers are widely used in aviation.  
High processing capacity and the use of digital systems in flight computers, along 
with the development of new direct control algorithms for nonlinear equations 
interest in using non-linear controllers began to increase. Inverse dynamic control, 
sliding mode control, backstepping control and adaptive control methods are 
frequently used methods.  
One other method is a nonlinear application of linear quadratic regulator idea 
explained in previous sections.  
 ̇   ( )   ( )  (6.1) 
For a regulator that will minimize a time domain performance index for system (6.1) 
along time has been widely studied. Ehrler, 1988 has suggested a sub-optimal time 
dependent solution for Riccati equation. Performance indices for nonlinear 
autonomous, infinite-horizon regulator problem is stated as 
  ∫
 
 
   ( )  
 
 
   ( ) 
 
 
    (6.2) 
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where Q(x) semi-positive definite and positive definite R(x). System must be 
converted into a linear like form such as  ( )   ( )  and  ( )   ( ). This form 
is called State Dependent Coefficient Form 
 ̇   ( )   ( )  (6.3) 
There is no direct method for this form conversion.  ( ) and  ( ) can be selected 
arbitrarily. The most important deal is on the controllability of the system.  As the x 
gets different values in state space, control matrix may lose its rank and full 
controllability is lost. On this condition Riccati equation cannot be solved. If  ( ) 
can be chosen as square and positive definite matrix, controllability is guaranteed for 
every state. However, this requires the same number of control variables and state 
variables and it can lead to difficulties in implementation (Hammet, 1998). 
  ( ) ( )   ( ) ( )   ( ) ( )   ( )  ( ) ( )   ( )    (6.4) 
After state dependent factorization is obtained similar to LQR design, state 
dependent Riccati equation (6.4) is solved for P(x) and nonlinear regulator control 
input becomes: 
      ( )  ( ) ( )  (6.5) 
Solving state dependent Riccati equation analytically and obtaining a nonlinear 
regulator gain which is a function of state is an ideal and impossible process for 
complex dynamical systems. In some cases using series expansions or matrix 
transformations solutions can be generated. In addition there are many methods that 
attempts to solve it numerically.  
Another less complex approach is calculating the  ( ) and  ( ) matrices as the state 
is updated with the new feedback reading and using Algebraic Riccati Equation to 
solve P matrice with constant values. Although this method is mathematically easier, 
the computation load on autopilot computers is too intense. Also sampling frequency 
of the processor must be higher than the sensor sampling rate. (Cloutier 1997) 
In this study previously given nonlinear aircraft equation of motions are converted 
into the state dependent coefficients form and  ( ) and  ( ) matrices are obtained. 
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For this reason in aircraft equations of motion, control surface and engine throttle 
setting dependent parameters and velocity/angle dependent terms are separated. 
 ( ̇       )                 
 (  ̇       )                 
 ( ̇       )                 
 ̇      (       )  ( ̇    )            
 ̇      (       )  ( 
    )            
 ̇      (       )  (    ̇)            
(6.6) 
For instance x axis equation is in written in form of  
 ̇                           
      
 
 (6.7) 
and influence of 1
st
 and 2
nd
 engine throttle settings and elevator deflection on lift and 
drag are transferred to        variable. Rearranging these for all states, state and input 
vector becomes 
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and state and control matrices 
  ( )   (6.9) 
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   control matrix is a positive definite square matrix. Therefore, it is controllable for 
all state values. Instead of control surface deflections and throttle ratios, there are 3 
forces and 3 moments as elements of control vector which are necessary to keep the 
aircraft in its equilibrium state. Afterwards a control allocation method is utilized to 
find the corresponding control deflections and engine ratios that supply this 
calculated forces and moments.While doing this, physical constraints of control 
variables can be considered. If instead of this method, physical inputs were used in 
calculation as the number of control variables and state variables do not match, 
(   ) would become uncontrollable for the some values of the state. 
At every time interval,  ( ) matrix is updated with the new value of the state and a 
constant coefficient matrix, just like the linear quadratic regulator case, is obtained. 
Then, algebraic Riccati equation is formed and solved for P matrix. From there, the 
nonlinear control gain for that interval is computed. This gain is multiplied with the 
up to date state and 6 forces and moments that must be produced by control variables 
are found. On following stages using the interrelations between control variables and 
force-moments are used for determining the inputs that will be applied to the system. 
(Harkaegard, 2003) 
Unlike linear quadratic regulator, nonlinear regulator doesn’t necessarily produce an 
optimal solution but a sub-optimal solution. Therefore, it can be required to have a 
control system consisting of nested loops. In inner loop a nonlinear regulator can be 
responsible to calculate the necessary gains to stabilize the system and outer loops 
would be responsible to increase the robustness and sensitivity of the loop. For the 
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nonlinear regulator to guarantee stability the SDC parametrized  ( ) must be 
continuous and stabilizable for every value of the state. 
A preliminary study on State Dependent Riccati Equation has been conducted in this 
work. SDRE controller stabilizes the aircraft after a rudder failure has occured. The 
simulations are performed and compared with the linear quadratic regulator and open 
loop application of trim values. As the computation process is more loaded and the 
response is generally delayed, computed control variables of nonlinear and linear 
quadratic regulator are different and they have shown considerably different 
outcomes. 
 
Figure 6.1: Linear, nonlinear regulators and open loop control surface 
deflections. 
 
 
Figure 6.2: Linear, nonlinear regulator and open loop engine throttle 
settings. 
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Elevator deflection computed by nonlinear regulator reaches to a value, which is 
close to the open and closed loop elevator deflections in steady state. However, this 
results in differences in longitudinal states such as forward velocity, angle of attack 
or pitch angle. Aileron deflection has converged to the steady state value of the 
system. Thus, side slipping angle and roll rate have similar characteristics. Engine 
throttle settings produce a thrust difference so as to diminish the directional moment 
just like the closed loop case while producing great amounts of oscillations in 
longitudinal and lateral motions. 
 
 
Figure 6.3: Linear, nonlinear regulator and open loop control pitch 
rate responses for rudder jam failure.  
 
 
Figure 6.4: Linear, nonlinear regulator and open loop control angle of 
attack responses for rudder jam failure. 
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Nonlinear controller increases the angle of attack with one degree, corresponding to a 
0.5 degrees elevator deflection change. Linear controller on the other hand, decreases 
the angle of attack with a small increase in elevator deflection. This is resulted by the 
attempt to balance the nose up moment originated by elevator with the pitching 
moment coefficient dependent on angle of attack.  
 
 
Figure 6.5: Linear, nonlinear regulator and open loop altitude changes 
for rudder jam failure. 
In nonlinear control using only linear and angular velocities as a control variable and 
not designing a secondary control loop, leads the altitude to exhibit large amounts of 
oscillations. In order to eliminate these oscillations an outer loop must be designed 
and pitch and roll angles must be controlled.  For the linear control case this sort of 
an oscillative behavior is not encountered. 
Also similar type of exchange controls carried out in all three linear velocities. 
Forward-directional velocity component of the non-linear control, then the increase 
in the moment of failure after a period of equilibrium reached in the past. However, 
the increase in the z direction has to be a resultant increase in speed, angle of attack. 
Lateral axis remained constant since the velocity vector of the slip angle is caused by 
a certain value.  
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Figure 6.6: Linear, nonlinear regulator and open loop 
body axis velocities for rudder jam failure. 
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7.  CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Effects of failures encountered during the flight  can be eliminated or minimized by 
using appropriate methods.  
Using Newton’s Second Law, 6 DOF 12 nonlinear equations of motion as 3 force, 3 
moment, 3 kinematic and 3 navigation are derived.  Calculation of trim values that 
makes the aircraft forces and moments acting on the aircraft zero by using Newton 
Raphson or Gauss Siedel methods are explained and pre-failure values were 
obtained. While calculating the new equilibrium values of flight parameters after 
failure condition, same flight handling requirements were desired to be preserved. 
Nonlinear aircraft model is used to make a simulation software in MATLAB-
SIMULINK enviroment. By this software, simulations of the normal cruise flight and 
failure cases of full thrust loss of first engine, rudder jamming and elevator jamming 
are performed.   
It is observed that aircraft has reached to a new  stable equilibrium state  and 
continued safe flight with open loop control which is imposing the post failure 
equilibrium values. This represents that the dynamic system that is governing flight 
is controllable and post failure trim values can be used for control purposes. 
However, eventhough it’s theoretically adequate,  as failures will occur without 
knowing them previously and  human pilot might  remain inadequate or late in a such 
complex task,  there is a need to include it into the automatic control problem. 
By the aircraft stability and control derivatives obtained from the AAA ® (Advanced 
Airplane Analysis) program, aircraft's linear equations were written algebraically. 
This way, it has been possible to apply linear control methods. At the same time the 
numerical linearization method are presented and the results obtained by two 
methods are compared. There are many analysis and synthesis techniques available 
for control of linear systems. One of the most widely used of them is linear quadratic 
regulator technique which a specific perfomance of a system is defined by a 
quadratic performance index  and determine the control policy that will either 
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minimize or maximize this cost functional over time. By this method, a linear 
controller is to minimize linear velocity, angular velocity, angular position, altitude 
and side slip deviations upon failures is designed. Controller has  been very quick to 
react and has guaranteed stability in case of all three failure of types.  
Finally, preliminary work on non-linear controller design was carried out. A 
nonlinear implementation of linear quadratic regulator named as the State Dependent 
Riccati Equation method has been utilized. In this method nonlinear model is 
converted into a linear like structure, this time having state and control matrices as a 
function of the current state instead of constant ones. This form of Riccati equation 
will give a suboptimal feedback gain that will guarantee stability. For simple models 
SDRE can be solved analytically via series expansions however for complex systems 
it is needed to be solved numerically. Another point is the SDRE technique would 
have a solution if and only if state and control matrice pair are controllable 
throughout the state space. 
Aircraft equations of motion are factorized into SDC form. To guarantee the 
controllability of the pair, control matrix has been changed with a square matrix of 
mass and inertias where controls are changed to amount of forces and moments 
necessary for stabilizing. After these forces and moments are calculated, they are 
converted into corresponding control surface deflections and engine throttle settings 
via control allocation techniques.  
For the simulation of SDRE controller rudder jam failure case is employed. On the 
controller, linear and angular velocities are selected to be the states and fed back in a 
a single loop. Same failure conditions  of the prevous study on rudder jam was 
chosen. Simulation results showed that after failure aircraft is managed to be 
stabilized, produced  a similar response of the simulations of linear quadratic control 
and open loop control. However, since the attitude and position related variables 
such as pitch angle or altitude are not in the states,  high amount of oscillations are 
exhibited on these variables. These can easily be eliminated, by adding a second 
feedback loop to the system or a feed forward system that can shape and filter the 
entries.  
This study examined the effects of basic component failures longitudinal and lateral 
axes and linear and nonlinear controllers are designed to enforce the necessary 
controls. The next stage of this work would involve system modellling of advanced 
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failures such as the lifting surface damages or multiple failures happening at the 
same time. During the simulations and controller designs, all the states are 
considered to be availible for measurement throughout the flight. Future studies may 
investigate the cases where states can not be measured directly and they have to be 
estimated by observers, or a more detailed analysis on delays caused by mechanical 
and hydraulic systems on actuators are also included in the model. In addition, in 
further studies, simulations can be enriched by introducing different flight modes, 
such as the failure of the aircraft on landing phase or exposing harsher  atmospheric 
conditions that may include turbulent flows or side winds.  
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